British Wrestling GB Performance Programme
Selection Policy 2022-2028
GBR Squad Selection and Selection for Major Championships
A. Introduction
1. This Selection Policy covers the selection of athletes to the three British Wrestling
Performance Programme squads, as set out at paragraph 4 below. The aim of the Selection
Policy is to produce GBR wrestlers capable of winning honours at European, World and
Olympic Level.
2. In line with that aim, the Selection Policy has four core objectives:
•

To maximise potential to qualify wrestlers for the 2024 Olympic Games

•

To support and develop wrestlers who have potential to represent Great Britain at the
2028 and 2032 Olympic Games

•

To create a benchmark for GB performance standards

•

To ensure the selection process is clear and transparent

B. Definitions and Interpretation
3. The following definitions and rules of interpretation apply to this Selection Policy:
Anti-Doping Organisation: means an agency maintaining anti-doping rules, the breach of which
may disqualify an Athlete from competing in national and/or international sport, including but not
limited to UK Anti-Doping and the World Anti-Doping Agency.
Athlete: means any athlete, who for the purposes of this Selection Policy will be known as an
Athlete
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Athlete Profile: means the BWA document that tracks an Athlete’s training and performance
trajectory, and which is a live document in the custody of the BWA and made available to
Athletes as appropriate
Brisbane 2032: means the 2032 Summer Olympics, scheduled to take place in Brisbane,
Australia
British Championships: means the relevant annual British Wrestling Championships organised
by the BWA
British Wrestling Academy: means the BWA’s premises in Salford at 41 Great Clowes Street
Salford, Greater Manchester M7 1RQ, serving as both the BWA’s Head Office and one of the
venues for BWA Athlete training
BWA: means the British Wrestling Association
BWA Anti-Doping Policy: means the policy published at https://britishwrestling.org/antidoping, incorporating the Anti-Doping Rules published by UK Anti-Doping
BWA Athlete Agreement: means the agreement available at https://britishwrestling.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/11/Codes_of_Conduct_and_Ethics_March_2016.pdf
BWA Performance Advisory Group: means the group appointed by the BWA Board to oversee
the BWA Performance Strategy
BWA Performance Manager: means the Performance Manager employed by the BWA
BWA Performance Team: means the BWA Performance Manager, the GB Senior Coach and
the relevant GB Programme Coach(es)
Code of Conduct: means the Code of Conduct for BWA Athletes, as published on the BWA’s
website here https://britishwrestling.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/11/Codes_of_Conduct_and_Ethics_March_2016.pdf
Competition: means the eligible wrestling competitions listed in Table 5 in Appendix I to this
Selection Policy
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Competition Membership: means a full membership of the BWA, entitling the member to
compete in Competitions at their level of ability Disciplinary Record: means an Athlete’s record
of previous behaviour and conduct contrary to the BWA Athlete Agreement or Code of
Conduct Domestic Competition: means the relevant British and English Championships
English Championships: means the relevant annual English Wrestling Championships organised
by the BWA
Procedure for Requesting Entry to International Events: as published on the BWA website
here https://britishwrestling.org/wp- content/uploads/2022/05/Procedure-for-requestingentry-to-international-events-flowchart.pdf
GB Annual Competition Plan: means the annual Competition schedule for GBR Athletes, as
determined by the BWA Performance Team
GB Development: means the BWA’s Performance Programme’s Progression-level programme,
with the performance indicators published by the BWA from time to time
GB Development Coach: means the lead coach for the GBR Development squad
GB Womens Development Coach: means the lead coach for Womens Wrestling development
GB Senior Coach: means the lead coach for the GBR Senior Elite and LA Potential squads
GB National Potential Coaches: means the three coaches leading the National Potential squad
programme
GB Squad Competition and Camp Programme: means the annual competition and training
schedule produced by the BWA Performance Team for GB selected Athletes
Helsinki Open: means the Helsinki Open Wrestling Tournament, in Helsinki, Finland
Home Nation: means England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
International Competitions: means any Competition registered with UWW and listed on
https://uww.org/events
Junior: means U20 and below
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LA 2028: means the 2028 Summer Olympics, scheduled to take place in Los Angeles, USA
LA Potential: means the BWA Performance Programme’s LA Potential squad as defined by the
performance indicators published by the BWA from time to time
Major Championships: means the World Wrestling Championships and the European Wrestling
Championships
NSSF: means UK Sport National Squad Support Funding as distributed by the BWA
Paris 2024: means the 2024 Summer Olympics, scheduled to take place in Paris, France
Senior Elite: means the BWA’s Performance Programme’s Senior Squad as defined by the
performance indicators published by the BWA from time to time
Senior: means for Athletes aged 23 and over
Tallinn Open: means the Kristjan Palusalu Youth Wrestling Tournament in Tallinn, Estonia
U23 Level: means for Athletes aged 20-22
U20 Level: means for Athletes aged 17-19
U17 Level: means for Athletes aged 15-16
U15 Level: means for Athletes aged 13-14
UWW: means United World Wrestling
UWW License: means a Competition participation license issued by UWW

C. What this Selection Policy Covers
4. British Wrestling operates a talent and performance pathway, with the squads divided into
three broad streams:
4.1. Foundation (Regional and U15 National Potential squads): the primary aim of the
Foundation programmes is to identify and confirm talent. Athletes work with personal
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coaches to develop the fundamentals needed for long-term wrestling success. There is a
focus on personal growth.
4.2. Development (U17 National Potential and GB Development squads): the primary
focus for Athletes in these programmes is on developing technically, tactically, physically
and psychologically, in order to meet the long-term demands of international
competition. Personal development is prioritized.
4.3. Performance (GB Development, LA Potential and Senior Elite squads): at this stage,
the primary focus is on individualized bespoke support from national coaches for both
the Athlete and his or her personal coach, designed to support Athletes achieve at
European, World and Olympic level. This support may be provided at the BWA
Academy or at the Athlete’s home training club.
5. This Selection Policy sets out the selection criteria for the three Performance squads, in
addition to the criteria for selection from those squads to Major Championships.

D. Eligibility
6. To be considered for selection, all Athletes must:
6.1. Be eligible to compete for Great Britain in line with the rules set by UWW and where
appropriate by events organisers.
6.2. Comply with the BWA Anti-Doping Policy;
6.3. Hold a valid and current Competition Membership of the BWA; and
6.4. Not be serving a suspension or other sanction handed down by the BWA.

E. Selection Criteria
7. The BWA aims to make selection decisions by the end of October each year with athletes
becoming members of the relevant talent and performance pathways from November of
each year. Selection to the Senior Elite, LA Potential and GB Development squads is based
on the selection points published by the BWA in April each year alongside consideration of
whether the Athlete has consistently demonstrated a high level of performance behaviours
expected of an elite athlete. These include, but are not limited to, commitment to individual
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and GB training and competitions programmes, performance lifestyle, engagement in athlete
review process and performance measurements. In lieu of the points system being in place,
performance indicators will be used for 2022 only.
8. The selection points, and performance indicators, required for selection for Major
Championships at Senior, U23 and U20 Level are set out on Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix I. As
above, these tables will be reviewed and updated annually by the BWA.
9. Athletes will only be considered for selection if they have a satisfactory Disciplinary Record.
The BWA Performance Team has the right to omit an Athlete from selection for any
particular squad and/or event if it deems in its full discretion that the Athlete’s Disciplinary
Record to be unsatisfactory.
10. Any Athlete wishing to be selected to represent GBR must compete in the British
Championships in the appropriate age and weight category. Only in exceptional
circumstances will an exemption from this requirement be granted, which must have been
sought in advance from British Wrestling and have received written approval from the BWA
Performance Manager.
11. In the event that the Athlete is unable to compete in their British Championships event due
to injury or illness, a medical certificate will be required to be submitted to the BWA no later
than one week after the date of the relevant Competition, explaining why the Athlete was
unable to attend the British Championships.
12. In the event that an Athlete has not been able to achieve the standard required for selection
due to injury or illness, the selection panel will take this and the Athlete’s previous results into
consideration when making its selection decision, provided that the Athlete has submitted
medical evidence of the injury and/or illness to the BWA Performance Team at least 1 week
prior to the relevant selection meeting.

F. The Points System in Overview
13. Selection points will be awarded to Athletes based on their 6 best Competition results, in
accordance with the tier-based scoring system set out in Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix I.
Further detail as to the Competitions in respect of which points may be awarded is provided
in Section G. of this Policy, below.
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14. For the purposes of points allocation, the selection period will run from 1 November to 31
October each year for squad selection. The points allocation period for selection for Major
Championships will be the 12 months prior to the selection meeting for the relevant
Competition.
15. Points will only be allocated in tier 1-3 events provided they have been obtained by at least 1
win in that Competition.
16. Points will only be allocated to the third-placed Athletes at the Domestic Senior and Junior
Competitions provided they obtain at least 2 wins in that Competition.
17. Points will only be awarded to first and second placed Athletes if the draw is made up of 3 or
fewer Athletes. In these circumstances the points awarded to the first and second place
finishers will be halved.
18. Athletes will benefit from a points uplift in the following circumstances:
18.1. U23 Athletes competing at Senior Level will have an additional 25% added to their
scores.
18.2.
U20 Athletes competing at Senior or U23 Level will have an additional 50% and
25% added to their scores respectively.
19. The points system operates over the designated 12-month selection period, as set out at
paragraph 14 above. In the event that an Athlete has entered the same Competition on more
than one occasion within that 12-period, the most recent of the Athlete’s results will be
considered for the purpose of calculating the Athlete’s points score. At the end of each 12month selection period, all Athletes will return to a starting score of 0.
20. In the event that an Athlete has not been able to achieve the standard required for squad
selection due to injury or illness lasting six months or longer, the Selection Panel will take this
and the Athlete’s previous 12 months point total into consideration when making its selection
decision, provided that the Athlete has submitted medical evidence of the injury and/or
illness to the BWA Performance Team at least 1 week prior to the relevant selection meeting.
21. To be considered for selection, an Athlete’s points must include points in respect of at least 1
Domestic Competition, with participation in either the British Senior Championships (Senior
and U23 Levels) or the British Junior Championships (U20 and U17 Levels) compulsory for
selection as set out at paragraph 10 above.
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22. In the event an Athlete is unable to compete at the British Senior/Junior Championships due
to injury or illness, British Wrestling reserves the right to consider the Athlete’s results at the
English Senior/Junior Championships in place of those scores. As a condition precedent to
such consideration, the Athlete must provide a medical certificate in the manner set out at
paragraph 11 above. Results in any other national and/or regional competitions will not,
however, be considered as a potential substitute for British Championship Results for
selection purposes.
23. Athletes will be responsible for providing their Competition results to the BWA. Results must
be sent to the BWA Performance Manager within 14 days of the final day of the relevant
Competition in order count towards an Athlete’s points score.

G. Qualifying Competitions
24. The Competitions in respect of which points are available are set out in Table 4 in Appendix I.
Only UWW-sanctioned Competitions included on the GB Annual Competition Plan are
eligible for consideration for the selection of Senior, U23 and U20 Athletes. For U17
Athletes, performance in the Tallinn Open and Helsinki Open will be considered, in addition
to performance in UWW-sanctioned events.
25. An Athlete’s performance in any UWW events that are not on the GB Annual Competition
Plan will only be considered under the points system if the Athlete’s participation in that
event has been agreed in advance by British Wrestling in line with the Entry to International
Competitions Policy. Any events not agreed in accordance with that Policy will not be
considered for the purposes of the points system.
26. Any UWW Competitions not on the British Wrestling Competition Plan but agreed in line
with the Entry to International Competitions Policy that are not highlighted within the BWA
tier system will be deemed to be Tier 3 Competitions for the purpose of the points system.

H. Commitments Following Selection
27. All selected Athletes must have an individual training plan agreed by the BWA Performance
Team. Athletes who fail to agree a training plan approved by the BWA Performance Team will
have their squad place and UWW License reviewed as appropriate.
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28. All selected Athletes will be required to attend scheduled GB training, as included on the
individual training plan referred to in paragraph 26 above. Repeated non-attendance will
result in a review of the Athlete’s squad place and any funding attached thereto.
29. All selected Athletes are required to follow the relevant GB Squad Competition and Camp
Programme for their squad, unless deviation from the Programme has been agreed in
advance with the BWA Performance Team as part of the Athlete’s individual training plan.
30. Selected Athletes who do not follow their designated GB Squad Competition and Camp
Programme will have their squad place and UWW License reviewed as appropriate.

31. All selected Athletes are required to enter the following events at the relevant weight
category:
31.1. British Senior Championships (Seniors, U23 and U20)
31.2.

British Junior Championships (U20 and U17)

32. Only in exceptional circumstances will an Athlete be granted an exemption in respect of
paragraph 28 above. Exemptions must be sought in advance from the BWA Performance
Manager and receive written approval from the BWA Performance Manager.
33. In the event an Athlete is unable to attend an event included in their GB Squad Competition
and Camp Programme due to injury or illness, they must submit a medical certificate to the
BWA Performance Team within one week of the date of the event.
34. All selected Athletes and their home programme coaches must attend Athlete process and
target setting meetings as organised by the BWA Performance Team, in addition to quarterly
performance reviews.
35. Athletes must comply with the BWA Anti-Doping Policy. Failure to comply with the Policy
may result in an Athlete losing his or her place in the GB squad.
36. All selected Athletes are required to complete and update their Athlete Profile, including by
maintaining an up-to-date training log.
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37. All selected Athletes are expected to behave in a manner that upholds British Wrestling’s
values of resilience, inclusivity, bravery, and integrity. Any behaviours in violation of these
values and, once published, of the Athletes’ Code of Conduct will be subject to a disciplinary
procedure and potential sanctions as set out in BWA Disciplinary Policy.

I. Major Championship Selection Requirements
38. To be eligible to represent GB at a Major Championship, Athletes must not be serving a
British Wrestling disciplinary sanction at the time of selection or of the Major Championship
in question.
39. British Wrestling reserves the right to not select Athletes with a poor disciplinary record for
participation in Major Championship events.
40. To be eligible for Major Championship selection, Athletes must attend specifically identified
compulsory GBR training camps, unless they have received an authorized exemption from
the selection team. Athletes who fail to attend an identified training event without an
authorized exemption will be reported to the BWA disciplinary panel, which may impact
future GB selection.
41. Athletes are expected to maintain a satisfactory level of training and fitness. The BWA
Performance Team reserves the right to request a fitness test or to omit an Athlete from
selection for any particular event if it deems that the Athlete’s fitness or training record is
unsatisfactory.
42. In the event that an Athlete has not been able to achieve the standard required for selection
due to injury or illness, the selection panel will take this and the Athlete’s previous results into
consideration when making its selection decision, provided that the Athlete has submitted
medical evidence of the injury and/or illness to the BWA Performance Team at least 1 week
prior to the relevant selection meeting.
43. The selection panel can select athletes who have not met the point requirement at their
discretion, if they are deemed to be beneficial to achieving the aim of this policy.

J. Selection Panel
44. The Selection Panel will comprise:
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44.1.

Chair: To be appointed by the BWA Performance Advisory Group

44.2.

Voting members:

44.2.1. BWA Performance Manager
44.2.2. GB Senior Coach
44.2.3. Relevant GB Programme Coach
45. Members of the Selection Panel must formally declare any conflicts of interest concerning
the selection of any Athlete at the start of each selection meeting.
45.1.
In cases where there is conflict of interest, the affected Selection Panel member
may remain in the meeting and will be entitled to discuss the merits of selecting the
Athlete in question, but will not be entitled to vote on the selection of that Athlete or
those in the same weight category.
45.2.
In the event of a 50:50 split in the Selection Panel’s initial vote following a
declaration of a conflict of interest preventing one member of the Panel from voting, an
additional vote will be assigned to another member of the Selection Panel in the
following order of priority: BWA Performance Manager, GB Senior Coach, relevant GB
Programme Coach.
46. The BWA Performance Manager will communicate selection decisions, along with a short
summary of the Selection Panel’s reasons for the relevant decision, to all eligible Athletes in
writing (by email) within 72 hours of the conclusion of the relevant Selection Panel meeting.

K. Deselection
47. An athlete may be deselected from the GB Performance Programme or a Major
Championship in the event of non-compliance with the training obligations and other
obligations set out in Section H above or a violation of the Athlete Code of Conduct or any
of the BWA Codes of Conduct and Policies.
48. Any athlete who is selected shall be immediately deselected if a period of ineligibility is
imposed upon them pursuant to the anti- doping rules of any Anti-Doping Organisation.
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49. Prior to the deselection of an Athlete for any reason, the Athlete must be presented with the
opportunity to attend a removal interview with the GB Performance Manager and relevant
GB Programme Coach(es). The Athlete will be provided with a minimum of 72 hours’ notice
of any such meeting. The athlete may be accompanied at this meeting by a supporter, e.g. a
friend, relative, trainer, legal advisor or medical adviser. Athletes aged under 18 may be
accompanied by one adult family member or friend in addition to a supporter. The BWA will
provide its reasons for any deselection decision in writing via email within 72 hours of the
conclusion of the deselection interview.
50. An athlete may be deselected from a Major Championship team on medical grounds and in
accordance with the procedure described in paragraph 48 above if, in the reasonable opinion
of the Selection Panel, the Athlete is medically unfit to compete.
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Appendix I: GB Performance Pathway Selection Criteria
TABLE 1: Squad Selection Performance Indicators
Note: Squad Selection Performance Indicators will be published annually in April ahead of squad selection
2022
GB Senior Elite (NSSF Funded)

Senior
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as Paris 2024 potential

U23
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as Paris 2024 potential

U20
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as Paris 2024 potential

- Results and performances at UWW
level since Jan 2020 (not including
wins against Home Nation athletes)
at relevant Olympic weight and style

- Results and performances at UWW - Results and performances at UWW
level Jan 2020 (not including wins
level Jan 2020 (not including wins
against Home Nation athletes) at
against Home Nation athletes) at
relevant Olympic weight and style
relevant Olympic weight and style

(Max. 2 spaces across all age groups)

- Gold at British Senior Championships - Gold at British Senior
- Gold at British Senior
at relevant Olympic weight and style
Championships at relevant Olympic Championships at relevant Olympic
weight and style
weight and style
- Has consistently demonstrated a high
level of performance behaviours
- Has consistently demonstrated a
- Has consistently demonstrated a
expected of an elite athlete. These
high level of performance behaviours high level of performance behaviours
include, but are not limited to,
expected of an elite athlete. These
expected of an elite athlete. These
commitment to individual and GB
include, but are not limited to,
include, but are not limited to,
training and competitions
commitment to individual and GB
commitment to individual and GB
programmes, performance lifestyle,
training and competitions
training and competitions
engagement in athlete review process programmes, performance lifestyle,
programmes, performance lifestyle,
and performance measurements.
engagement in athlete review
engagement in athlete review
process and performance
process and performance
measurements.
measurements.
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U17

2022
LA Potential (NSSF Funded)

Senior
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as LA 2028 potential

U23
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as LA 2028 potential

- Results and performances at UWW
level since Jan 2020 (not including
wins against Home Nation athletes)
at relevant Olympic weight and style

- Results and performances at U23
and Senior International
competitions since Jan 2020 (not
including wins against Home Nation
athletes) at relevant Olympic Weight
and style

U20
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as LA 2028 potential

U17
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as LA 2028 potential

(Max. 4 spaces across all age groups)
- Results and performances at U20, - Has produced medal-winning
U23 and/or Senior International
performances at U17 European or
competitions since Jan 2020 (not
World Championships since Jan
including wins against Home Nation 2020 at relevant weight and style
athletes) at relevant Olympic weight
- Gold at British or English Senior
and style
- Won a British or English Junior
Championships
Championship as an U17 athlete
- Won a British or English Senior
- Won a British or English Senior
- Has consistently demonstrated a high Championship as an U23 athlete
Championship as an U20 athlete
- Has consistently demonstrated a
level of performance behaviours
high level of performance
expected of an elite athlete. These
- Has consistently demonstrated a
- Has consistently demonstrated a
behaviours expected of an elite
include, but are not limited to,
high level of performance behaviours high level of performance behaviours athlete. These include, but are not
commitment to individual and GB
expected of an elite athlete. These
expected of an elite athlete. These
limited to, commitment to
training and competitions
include, but are not limited to,
include, but are not limited to,
individual and GB training and
programmes, performance lifestyle,
commitment to individual and GB
commitment to individual and GB
competitions programmes,
engagement in athlete review process training and competitions
training and competitions
performance lifestyle, engagement
and performance measurements.
programmes, performance lifestyle,
programmes, performance lifestyle,
in athlete review process and
engagement in athlete review
engagement in athlete review
performance measurements.
process and performance
process and performance
measurements.
measurements.
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2022
GB Development (self-funded)

Senior

U23
U20
U17
- Identified by GB Performance
- Identified by GB Performance
- Identified by GB Performance
coaches as Brisbane 2032 potential coaches as Brisbane 2032 potential coaches as Brisbane 2032 potential

(Max. 12 spaces across all age groups)
- Has demonstrated results and
- Has consistently demonstrated
- Has consistently demonstrated wins
performance at U23 and Senior
results and performance at U23 and at U17 and U20 UWW
International competitions (not
Senior International competitions
International competitions (not
including wins against Home Nation (not including wins against Home
including wins against Home Nation
athletes)
Nation athletes)
athletes)
- Achieved a medal at a British or
English Senior Championship as an
U23 athlete at relevant weight and
style

- Semi Final at a British or English
Senior Championship and Gold at a
British or English Junior
Championship as an U20 athlete at
relevant weight and style

- Has consistently demonstrated a
high level of performance behaviours - Has consistently demonstrated a
expected of an elite athlete. These
high level of performance behaviours
includes, but are not limited to,
expected of an elite athlete. These
commitment to individual and GB
include, but are not limited to,
training and competitions
commitment to individual and GB
programmes, performance lifestyle,
training and competitions
engagement in athlete review
programmes, performance lifestyle,
process and performance
engagement in athlete review
measurements.
process and performance
- measurements.
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- Gold at a British or English Junior
Championship as an U17 athlete at
relevant weight and style
- Has consistently demonstrated a
high level of performance
behaviours expected of an elite
athlete. These include, but are not
limited to, commitment to
individual and GB training and
competitions programmes,
performance lifestyle, engagement
in athlete review process and
performance measurements.

2022
World Championships

Senior
2 wins at UWW competitions since Jan
2021 at relevant Olympic Weight and
Style

U23
2 wins at U23 UWW competitions
since Jan 2021 at relevant Olympic
Weight and Style

U20

Selection already complete for 2022
Or
1 Win at a Senior UWW competition
since Jan 2021 at relevant Olympic
Weight and Style
Non Squad – UWW Licence (newly
licenced Athlete – Self Funded)
(Max. 8 licences)
Non Squad – UWW Licence
(previously licenced Athlete – Self
Funded)
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500pts
500pts
500pts
&
&
&
Identified by GB performance coaches Identified by GB performance coaches Identified by GB Performance coaches

U17

TABLE 2: Squad Selection Points by Year
Note: Selection Points totals will be reviewed annually by the BWA and are subject to change
2023
GB Senior Elite (NSSF Funded)
LA Potential (NSSF Funded)
GB Development
World Championships
European Championships
Non Squad – UWW Licence
(newly licensed athlete)
Non Squad – UWW Licence (previously
licenced athlete)
2024
GB Senior Elite (NSSF Funded)
LA Potential (NSSF Funded)
GB Development
World Championships
European Championships
Non Squad – UWW Licence
Non Squad – UWW Licence (previously
licenced athlete)
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Senior
4750
3500
4000
4000
800

U23
4750
3500
2500
4000
4000
800

U20
4500
3250
2500
3000
3000
600

1500

1500

1000

Senior
5000
4000

U23
5000
4000
3000
4500
4500
800
2000

U20
4750
3750
3000
3250
3250
600
1500

4500
4500
800
2000

U17
3250
2250
2500
2500

U17
3750
2750
3000
3000

2025
GB Senior Elite (NSSF Funded)
LA Potential (NSSF Funded)
GB Development
World Championships
European Championships
Non Squad – UWW Licence
Non Squad – UWW Licence (previously
licenced athlete)
2026
GB Senior Elite (NSSF Funded)
LA Potential (NSSF Funded)
GB Development
World Championships
European Championships
Non Squad – UWW Licence
Non Squad – UWW Licence (previously
licenced athlete)
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Senior
5750
4750
5250
5250
800
2500

Senior
6500
5500
6000
6000
800
3500

U23
5750
4750
3500
5250
5250
800
2500

U23
6500
5500
4000
6000
6000
800
3500

U20
5500
4500
3500
4250
4250
800
2000

U20
6000
5000
4000
4500
4500
800
3000

U17
4250
3250
4000
4000

U17
4750
3750
4250
4250

TABLE 3: Selection Points Scoring System
DOMESTIC

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

U23

U20

British Senior Championships

500

300

100*

Add 25%

Add 50%

English Senior Championships

500

300

100*

Add 25%

Add 50%

British U20 Championships

300

150

50*

English U20 Championships

300

150

50*

SENIOR INTERNATIONAL

Podium

Top 4

Top 8

Top 16

Competing up 1 age category

Major Championships (World and European)

5000

4500

3000

2000

Add 25%

Tier 1

4000

3500

2000

1000

Add 25%

Tier 2

3000

2500

1000

500

Add 25%

Tier 3

2000

1500

500

350

Add 25%

Podium

Top 4

Top 8

Top 16

Competing up 1 age category

Major Championships (World and European U23)

4500

4000

2500

1500

Add 25%

Tier 1

3500

3000

1500

750

Add 25%

Tier 2

2500

2000

750

350

Add 25%

Tier 3

1500

1000

350

150

Add 25%

U20 INTERNATIONAL

Podium

Top 4

Top 8

Top 16

Competing up 1 age category

Major Championships (World and European U20)

4000

3500

2000

1000

Add 25%

Tier 1

3000

2500

1000

500

Add 25%

Tier 2

2000

1500

500

350

Add 25%

Tier 3

1000

800

350

150

Add 25%

U23 INTERNATIONAL

*at least 2 wins required for this score to eligible
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TABLE 4: Competitions by Tier
Major Championships
Senior

-

World Championships
European Championships

Tier 1
-

U23

Tier 2

Tier 3

Ranking Series Event
World and European Olympic
Qualifiers
Outstanding Ukrainian
World Cup

-

Grand Prix of Spain
Poland Open
Muhamet Malo
Lady Klippan Open (WW only)
Senior Cup of Romania
Grand Prix de France
Kristjan Palusalu Memorial
Macedonian Pearl
Dan Kolov - Nikola Petrov

-

Flatz Open
Sassari City Open
Commonwealth Games
Ion Cornianu & Ladislau
Simon

-

Grand Prix of Spain
Poland Open
Petko Sirakov – Ivan Iliev
Lady Klippan Open (WW only)
Muhamet Malo
Senior Cup of Romania
Grand Prix de France
Kristjan Palusalu Memorial
Macedonian Pearl
Dan Kolov - Nikola Petrov

-

Jovenes Promesas
Flatz Open
Sassari City Open
Commonwealth Games
Ion Cornianu & Ladislau
Simon

-

World Senior Championships
World U23 Championships
European Senior Championships
European U23 Championships

-

Ranking Series Event
World and European Olympic
Qualifiers
Outstanding Ukrainian
World Cup

U20

-

World U23 Championships
World U20 Championships
European U23 Championships
European U20 Championships

-

Champions (Turkey)

-

Dumitru Pirvulescu & Vasile Iorga
V. Freidenfelds Cup
Senior Cup of Romania

-

Acropolis
Sassari City Open

U17

-

World U17 Championships
European U17 Championships

-

Victory Cup
European Youth Olympic Festival

-

Croatia Open (WW only)
Lady Klippan Open (WW only)
ISF Gymnasiade
Constantin Alexandru & Ioan W. Popovici

-

Acropolis
Helsinki Open (NonUWW)
Jovenes Promesas
Tallinn Open (non-UWW)
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-

